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Intelligent hub app not working

Users can either download the Intelligent Hub app from their device's app store, or administrators can configure Workspace ONE UEM to promote the Intelligent Hub app as a managed application on devices. When users first install the app, they browse a series of monitors to prepare them to set up their device in administrative mode and install and activate the Workspace Services profile used to separate
work and personal data on their device. VMware Workspace ONE collects information to provide secure access to users working on data and applications. Users see a privacy and data sharing notification that they need to accept. The privacy statement displays the following information. Data collected by the Hub – Provides a summary of the data collected and processed by the application. Some of this
data is visible to administrators of the Workspace ONE UEM management console. Distributor Permissions – Provides a summary of the device permissions requested for the application to enable product features and functionality, such as push notifications on the device. These permissions can be changed at any time within the user's device settings, but the change may affect the functionality of the
application. Company privacy policy – By default, you receive a message to allow users to get more information about your organization. When configured by the administrator, tap your company's Privacy Policy to access the information in your employer's privacy policy. The smart VMware Workspace ONE hub for iOS release notes provides information about new features and improvements in each
release. This page includes a summary of the new features that were presented, a list of resolved issues and known issues. Release notes cover the following topics: Recording MDM through a Safari View Controller on the Hub – MDM profile downloading is now running on a Safari view controller built into the Hub. This allows the end user to remain in the Hub app and not have to go to Safari to download
the profile. This is accompanied by a guided experience to ensure that the end user understands what steps to take. Updated Remote View Experience – Intelligent Hub simplifies end-user activation of the remote view session. When a push notification appears, the end user will be able to accept the start of the screen sharing session. If you accept it, transmission selector will appear with smart hub as the
default option. Rejecting iOS 11 support – The minimum Hub operating system requirement will now be iOS 12.2+. For more information, see the Knowledge Base article here. In this release, we've made a few updates that contain general quality and performance improvements without new features. VMware Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub 20.08 for iOS support for hub templates – Hub templates let you
control the assignment of Hub features to a group of users. You can now schedule a slow installation of Hub Services and their features to your users. You no longer need to enable Hub Services in one way for your entire workforce. For more information, see VMware VMware One Hub Services Note Edition. Verification (Multi-factor authentication) in the Intelligent Hub through Workspace ONE Access –
Verification (MFA) receives an improvement where there is a countdown timer for the end user to see in the P0 notification. Starting the native application from Intelligent Hub – Intelligent Hub can launch installed native applications. The default combination of the application is required to display the Open option on the Hub. The default combination (boot URL) must be configured in the Application Details
section in the UEM console of Workspace ONE. (e.g. zoomus for the ZOOM Cloud Meetings app) NOTE: Below are the statuses of the application that you can see: Installation: The application is available for installation Setup: App is in the open installation process: App is installed and has a default system (boot URL) assigned so that it can be started directly from Hub Installed: App is installed, but a
default system (boot URL) is not assigned , therefore app should be launched from Springboard Reinstall : The application can be reinstalled Hub Registration UI Improvements - Improved UI for onboarding screens. Device ownership screens are divided into two and verbiage is designed to be more accessible or understandable to end users. Terms and conditions and we appreciate your privacy screens
receive minor UI improvements. ONE Workspace for Smart Hub Migration – Workspace ONE Access customers who have developed the Workspace ONE app for iOS can now seamlessly transfer their end users to the Intelligent Hub. By meeting the requirements, end users should not re-register or re-register their device, they simply need to start using the new Intelligent Hub app. There are three
different cases of Workspace ONE application registration for application registration cases that need to be accounted for. The following Knowledge Base article provides information about how to successfully move users from Workspace ONE to Smart Hub for each of them. Minimum requirements iOS version 12.2 and later ONE UEM 1905 and later How to download VMware Workspace ONE Intelligent
Hub 20.10 for iOS When any previous version of Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub is installed, immediate end users must notify the application when prompted. The application seamlessly updates the existing version of the application without disrupting the corporate functionality of the device. When no previous version of Workspace ONE Smart Hub is installed, direct end users must download the ONE
Intelligent Hub Workspace from App Store. Resolved issues Resolved issues are grouped as follows. Resolved issues for VMWare Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub 20.10 for iOS HUBI-2358: Added notification for remote view request when Hub is in the background. HUBI-4163: The Open Native Application preference appears incorrectly when the device is registered with the Agent Only function. HUBI-
4385: Layout issues on the Preferences page in different locales. HUBI-4697: The search value for the hub sign-up URL has a different behavior between the iOS and Android platforms. HUBI-4902: In-app beta comments are not enabled in web views. HUBI-4949: HUBI-4949: step-up, privacy screens do not appear until they are restarted. HUBI-5091: From time to time, the Hub crashes into the profile
page after registration. HUBI-5109: The account screen intermittently opens an incorrect section. HUBI-5114: Set web view restrictions on the Home tab. HUBI-5115: Dark mode is incorrectly applied to Hub 20.09 on iPadOS. HUBI-5125: The progress bar does not work as provided in the Home tab. HUBI-5136: During step-up, by clicking the Agree button on the privacy section activation application. HUBI-
5140: Hub failed to parse new notification format. HUBI-5141: View notification details that appear twice, and the second notification fails to be rejected. HUBI-5154: UI theme with icons in web view. HUBI-5170: Mitigation of a possible crash on the Hub. HUBI-5192: Additional recording of when the Hub moves to recording screens. HUBI-5211: On a previously registered Apple iOS device, Workspace ONE
Intelligent Hub 20.09 displays the recording screen. See, KB article here. Resolved issues for VMWare Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub 20.09 for iOS HUBI-4010: The compliance cell incorrectly displays that it is incompatible, although the compliance overview has been changed to compatible. HUBI-4267: After step-up, the unsubscribe option is not available on the support tab. HUBI-4603: Wi-Fi
connectivity is not reflected correctly when not on Wi-Fi. HUBI-4617: The hub crashes when sending an APN notification in agent-only mode (without hub services). HUBI-4619: Favorites icon is hard to see in Brand-specific App Details. HUBI-4620: Hub service branding updates are not applied consistently. HUBI-4682: Inconsistent APN behavior when booting to the Hub from cold start. HUBI-4711: Date
message details are changed incorrectly to display the current date rather than the receipt date. HUBI-4716: The Hub has cloned behavior or a gray screen after restoring through iTunes backups or migrating a device to a device. HUBI-4732: The IT Segment screen appears after recording. HUBI-4870: The Last Step screen cannot restart the recording process. HUBI-4871: Hub crashes after step-up.
HUBI-4874: Selecting a notification from the Notification Center does not go to the notification on the Hub. HUBI-4902: In-app beta comments are not enabled in web views. HUBI-4913: During step-up, HMAC is not taken. HUBI-4916: The push notification Open node for write completion is sent after step-up. HUBI-4935: The Void appears on the account screen after registering a standard organization.
HUBI-4952: Web applications fail to open in iOS 14 when Safari changes its default browser. HUBI-4960: Hub crashes on iOS 11 devices. HUBI-5017: UI issues on the support tab and account screen when signing up with Hub Services enabled. HUBI-5093: Account screen issues when signing up through multi-user defragmentation. Resolved issues for VMWare Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub 20.08 for
iOS HUBI-3868: GDPR I agree screen does not appear for a one-stop user. HUBI-4505: Hub logs not two workspace ONE UEM console. HUBI-4650: The update option is incorrectly displayed as a secondary option in Application Details. HUBI-4660: Button text is default blue in iOS/iPadOS 14. HUBI-4675: The distributor must be closed to complete the purchase. HUBI-4745: Device ownership screen that
displays the buttons for a while during the transition. HUBI-4752: Cut content to smaller iPhones for recording ownership screens. HUBI-4781: Hub recording stops recording in multi-scene recording. HUBI-4783: The UEM authentication screen appears when the auth source is set to Access. HUBI-4784: The hub crashes while recording on the Item Number screen. HUBI-4785: Incorrect branding on the
Profile Privacy screen. HUBI-4800: The primary button does not activate when pressed on the collapsed top navigation bar. HUBI-4849: Distributor 20.07 fails to load due to activation of application tunneling options. Known topics Known topics are grouped as follows. Known issues for VMware Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub 20.10 for iOS We have not detected any notable known issues in this release. If
you are having problems, feel free to contact our support team. Known issues for VMware Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub 20.09 for iOS We have not detected any notable known issues in this release. If you are having problems, feel free to contact our support team. Known issues for VMware Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub 20.08 for iOS We have not detected any notable known issues in this release. If
you are having problems, feel free to contact our support team. Group.
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